As a courtesy, we have arranged a conference hotel, which is NOT in walking distance to campus. You must use the hotel shuttle, Uber, drive, or taxi to campus. You must reserve the HOTEL shuttle ahead of time. When you check in, reserve the shuttle at the front desk. You are responsible for confirming with the hotel all reservations, rates, cancellations, and payments for your own hotel reservation. PCTS is not responsible for your hotel reservation or any changes or cancellations.

The Nassau Inn is the only hotel within walking distance to campus. Additional local hotels with Princeton University rates can be found on line at https://travel.princeton.edu/suppliers/hotels (Scroll to the bottom of the page for a list.)

The conference hotel is:

**Holiday Inn Princeton**
100 Independence Way (Off of Rt. 1 on the northbound side)
Princeton, NJ 08540
609-520-1200
$99 per night plus tax; includes breakfast and wifi

**Use this link and enter your dates to make a reservation.**

**PCTS-Statistical Mechanics (Group Code: PS5):**